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Socialist To Force 75-Million American Citizens
Into Re-Education Camp For Voting Trump!
Socialist Have Labeled Trump Voters “Domestic Terrorist” But Not Antifa or BLM

“He who does not know his history is doomed to relive it.” Aristotle. a Greek philosopher 384-322 BC

The Socialist Want a One Political Party Government, SOCIALISM!

MY VIEW: Ernie C. Salgado, Jr. * Original article publication on October 1, 2020, the American Indian Reporter.
The photo right is of the wedding bands taken from Holocaust victims who were mainly
Jewish people when they arrived at one of the many Nazi
concentration camp.
Each ring represents a family, a
mother, a father or a newly
wed, a family that was destroyed simply because of their
race and to promote the ideology of Nazism.
Over 6-million Jewish people
and 11-million Christians and
dissidents were murdered by
Hitler’s Socialist Democratic
Party in concentration camps
and in their homes. In total
over 90-million people died
worldwide as a result of Hitler’s attempt to rule the world.
“Re-Education Camps” is what
the Biden Socialist Democrats
prefers to call the proposed
concentration camp today.
However, the question I grew
up hearing was; “How did this
happen?” The answer is simple, the same way it’s happening now!
First to be clear, it’s not about
Biden, simply stated, he has no
clue of what’s going on around
him. He is nothing more than
a puppet as Obama was for the
wealthy Socialist One-WorldOrder “Oligarchy” elitist.
However, Obama was better at
reading the teleprompt and
had a better stage presents.
Yet, even though his personal
records were sealed by a court
he ran on “Transparency.”
The point is that the real powers will never be public news.
Again, How did this happen?”
Those who tried to warn the
world of the threat posed by
Hitler’s Nazi Socialist Democratic Party were publicly criticized, demonized and sanctioned. The great British lead-

er Winston Churchill comes to
mind. Yes, the same Churchill
whose bust Obama and Biden
removed from the White
House.
It was exactly as it’s happening
in America today; Censorship
by the social media controlled
by the big tech corporations,
the main stream media that has
been propped up by billions of
dollars from China and Iran,
political correctness, the threat
of being labeled a racist, the
loss of employment, corrupt
politicians, judges and the illegal use of government agencies
against American citizens.
Does “Russia Gate” ring a bell.
The horrors these people suffered is indescribable, children
were abused and used for scientific experiments along with
their parents and other adults
and the systematic murdering
of Jewish men, women and
children and others.
And as if this inhumanity isn't
enough for the survivors and
their decedents, we currently
have the Socialist sponsored
“Cancel Culture, Antifa and
Black Lives Matter thugs,”
congressional members, col-

lege and university professor
and many civic leaders saying
that it never happened.
And the K-12 public school
curriculum is about exclude
and mention of the Holocaust
from the classroom as well as
many other historical facts.
On October 24, 1929 the financial market crashed in
America. The impact in the
world was disastrous: In one
day Millions were thrown out
of work and several major
banks collapsed.
Adolf Hitler rose to power
upon his appointment as chancellor of Germany in 1933,
and as Führer in 1934. Once
in office he used “The Laws”
to solidify his reign of full control of Germany and by taking
advantage of the world’s economic crisis.
During his 12-year of reign of
evil from 1933 to 1945 is a
horrifying chapter in history.
Fast forward to America, January 20, 2021 which parallels
Hitler’s rise to power on January 30, 1933.
Like Hitler’s Nazi Party’s rise
to power, it didn't happen
overnight, it was years in the
making as the Socialist Democratic Party in American today.
However, not only are their
political ideologies identical
their strategies are as well.
The current Socialist propaganda apparatus, the main
stream media and Big Tech
companies that control the
social media and created the
coronavirus crisis, which provided the Socialist Democrats
with the opportunity to systematically dismantle the Nations
thriving economy by shutting
down the economy.
Over 22-Millions hard working
Americans are still not allowed
to work to feed and shelter
their families. Church’s, parks
and libraries are closed. Small
businesses have been forced to
close, of which a large number
will never reopen.
But some major retailer are
allowed to remain open, which
happen to be large financial
contributor and supporters of
the Socialist, like Walmart
and Costco in way of example.
“Peaceful Protestors” are allowed to riot, loot and destroy
private and public property
and any attempt to stop them

is met with strong resistance
from the halls of congress.
And miraculously not one case
of Covid-19 has been reported.
Yet, law abiding American citizen are not allowed to work,
attend church, operate a small
business or visit parks and in
some state they can’t even have
family birthday parties.
The Socialist exploitation of
racism, social injustice and income inequality is used as the
catalyst for the unrest in order
to cause chaos and confusion.
The strategy is basic Saul
Alinsky 101.
And, the majority of the Socialist/Democrat senators, House
representatives, governors, and
mayors are supporting this anarchy.
Hitler had his brown shirt
thugs riot, loot, destroy private
and public property, intimidating and beating up those that
resist the Nazi ideology. Exactly as we are witnessing in
America today.
In September 2020 Vice President, Kamala Harris endorsed
a Hollywood fundraiser to
raise bail money for Black
Lives Matter, Antifa and other
criminals. In legal terms wouldn’t this be considered “Aiding

and abetting?
Yet, the House has impeached
President Trump with no evidence of any wrong doing or
even allowed him “Due Process.” Again, the message is
clear, “We own America and

you don’t count.”
And let us not forget President
Biden honoring Antifa and
BLM Thugs, “Patriots.” He
also said that the American
Tea Party were “Domestic
Terrorist.”
The defunding and elimination
of the police is also in line with
Hitler’s policies. He replacing
them with his “Brown Shirts”
and later with his “Gestapo,”
which appears to be similar to
what the Socialist want to establish to investigate “Domestic
Terrorist!” An American SS
as if the FBI is not enough!
Let’s not forget the Marxist,
racist and anti-America terrorist group calling themselves
Black Lives Matter professing
to care for the Black community. While in reality their goal is
to transform America into a
Marxist (Communist) Country

while exploiting the Black
Community to farther their
agenda.
As in Germany in the early
1930’s the majority of the public is in survival mode and
don’t care, isn’t pay attention
or just aren’t aware of the political disaster in the making right
before their eyes.
Hitler didn’t start out on day
one murdering Jews, Christians
or rivals in gas chambers. He
started the same way the Socialist Democrats are doing in
America today, using a systemic takeover of the Nation by
imposing self serving mandates
to control the masses.
Hitler’s used the catchphrase
“Fur Ihre Sicherheit” (“It’s for
your safety.” Sound familiar?)
to cover all government abuses
of the rights of the people and
to solidify his control over the
masses.
Still more examples of the take
over of American by the Socialist are, no school prayer, no
pledge of allegiance to the
American flag in the schools,
no public display of Christianity, the usage of “Political Correctness” and “hate speech,” to
censor and limit our free
speech rights, gun control,
which is an open challenge to
the second amendment of the
U.S. Constitution and open
borders.
The economy was booming
and continuing to grow everyday, with more people working
that any time in the past 40years. America is oil independent and has less troops in combat in over 50-years.
However, the Covid-19 media
manufactured crisis provided
the Socialist with the sorely
needed crisis needed to force
the mail in ballots, which allow
them to gain control of the
government.
Welcome to the systematic
“Transformation of America’’
into a Socialist Country.
Now that George Soros and
his One World Order elitist
billionaire allies have gaining
control of America as a result
of the November 2020 election
fraud, the “Transformation of
America” to a One-Party Socialist/Marxist Dictatorship is
in full implementation mode.
Believe me, you are not going
to like the American we will be
living in. A Godless Nation,

Without Freedom or Human
Rights.
Even before Biden was sown
in as the 46th president the Big
Tech controlled social media
began its censorship of American citizens, starting with the
President of the United States
of America.
Currently the brave conservative congressional leaders that
exercising their Constitutional
rights to challenge the election
results are being brutally attacked and getting little if any
support from their fellow Republicans.

And the 75-million Americans
that voted for Trump and a
free America are also targeted
by the Socialist to be silenced
and sent to the proposed “ReEducation Camps.” How can
this be legal? When did we
lose our Constitutional right to
vote for whom ever we want?
Make no mistake, the November 3, 2020 election was hijacked through a well organized mail-in-ballot fraud.
In Pennsylvania 205,000 more
ballots were mailed in than
registered voters, in Michigan
100,000 cemetery residences
voted, in Georgia 130,000 illegal ballots were counted, Arizona and Nevada had problems as well.
Now that the Country is in full
Socialist political control and
the Socialist ideology is to be
the only political view allowed
and to insure compliance, in
addition to the censorship of
conservatism and patriotism,
“Re-education Camps” is now
in consideration by congress in
the form of legislation to combat “Domestic Terrorist,” but
doesn’t include Antifa, BLM
or the Cancel Culture thugs,
only Trump voters.
Socialists/Marxist Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-NY. and
Senator Bernie Sanders D-VA
have asked congress to appropriate funds for the “De-

radicalization of Trump supporter.” These are the same
people that have called President Trump a “Fascist.”
Bill Ayres’ proposed building
of “Re-Education Camps” has
resurfaced. His statement is
from an FBI undercover tape
recording during Arres’ leadership of the “Weathermen,” a
domestic terrorist group during
the 70s and 80s.
Ocasio-Cortez nor Sanders
have share their views on what
they propose to do with the
estimated 25-million Americans that will refuse to comply.
However, Bill Ayres did, he
stated in an FBI 80’s undercover recording that 25-million
people would need to be exterminated because they would
not comply to the new Socialist
Government. Ayres’ only concern was how they would dispose of the bodies.
In case you don’t know who
Bill Ayres is; it was in his living
room that Obama launched his
political career and he is also
credited with having authored
Obamas book, Dreams of My
Father.
Just to be crystal clear; If you
believe in the Constitution, the
right to your own political view,
the American flag, freedom of
speech, religion and the right
to bear arms you might considered a “Domestic Terrorist”
Will 25-million Americans be
subject to a similar fate as the
17-million Jews, Christian Others murdered under Hitler’s
reign of terror?
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California Truth, Healing Council Begins Historic Work
The panel, made up of 12 tribal leaders from across the state, is believed to be the first of its kind in the U.S.
Source: Indian Country Today * Editors note & photos of Sisk, Snider, Mazzetti & MIF by Ernie C. Salgado Jr., American Indian Reporter

In this 2019 photo above, Assemblyman James Ramos, of the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians, fifth from left, opens a meeting with tribal leaders from around the state, attended by Gov. Gavin Newsom, fourth from left, at the future site of the California Indian Heritage Center in West Sacramento, California. (AP Photo/Rich Pedroncelli, File)
Two years ago, California Gov.
Gavin Newsom issued a formal
apology to tribes in the state for
atrocities committed against them
and for the history of genocide and
oppression they endured.
He also decided to put action, and
money, behind his words.
Through an executive order, the
governor established the California
Truth and Healing Council to provide an avenue for Native Americans “to clarify the record – and

provide their historical perspective
– on the troubled relationship between tribes and the state.”
This first-of-its-kind panel recently
held its initial meeting to discuss
what it hopes to accomplish.

sentiments regarding what they wish
to address in the coming years. Sisk
hopes to look at tribes’ loss of land
and water rights, and at ensuring
their communities can survive while
protecting their traditional ways of
life.
Sisk intends to hold the governor to
his word about addressing long-term
injustices and elevating Natives’ contributions and experiences, and she
noted the council is just one step in
the process.
While international models exist in
places like Canada, New Zealand
and Australia, California’s statewide
council appears to be unique in the
U.S.
According to Newsom’s office, it
marks the first time a state has taken

“Telling the truth is only one small
part of this whole healing cycle,” “dual action to correct the historical
said Caleen Sisk, a council member record and acknowledge wrongdoand chief of the Winnemem Wintu ing through executive order manTribe. “It’s taking action and doing date and a tribally-led, consultationthings so tribal ways can continue to informed council.”
exist.”
A similar commission was estab-

The council is made up of 12 leaders of federally and state-recognized
tribes from four California regions
— southern, northern, eastern and
central. They will meet quarterly
and present a yearly report to the
governor’s tribal adviser, Christina
Snider, Dry Creek Rancheria Band
of Pomo Indians.
Additionally, a final report of findings will be submitted at the council’s conclusion on Jan. 1, 2025.
The council's budget originally included a request for $450,000 annually for four years, then $225,000
for the 2024-25 budget year, from
California's Environmental License
Plate Fund. However, due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the budget
was reduced to $100,000 annually
through 2024-25.
The Truth and Healing Council last
month held an introductory meeting, where members determined
they would continue to meet virtually until COVID-19 conditions allow
for in-person gatherings.
While the tribal leaders come from
across the state, they shared similar

lished in Maine in 2012; however,
the Maine Wabanaki-State Truth
and Reconciliation Commission
explicitly examined events relating
to Wabanaki children and the Indian Child Welfare Act.
At the local level, Portland, Oregon,
city leaders recently approved a series of directives aimed at promoting awareness and inclusion of Native Americans in city business and
“more equitable outcomes for Native people.” They include plans for
a formal land acknowledgement
and strategies for improving recruitment and retention in the city workforce.
Robert Miller, Eastern Shawnee,
professor at Arizona State University's College of Law, praised California for taking the step to establish
the council and hopes other states
pay attention.

“It is crucial for all Americans to
correctly understand our real history and how Indigenous Peoples and
Nations were treated with genocide
and ethnic cleansing to take their
homelands, their assets, and their
lives as part of American ‘Manifest
Destiny,’" Miller told Indian Country Today. “Hopefully, this Council
will be able to bring a wider awareness to the tactics that were used
against Indian Peoples and Nations
and the horrific results.”
The office of the tribal adviser has
received a lot of questions on what
exactly the council will examine, but
Snider said it’s not the state’s place
to make that decision.

“Basically we have created a framework and set the table, but we are

not dictating where this goes, what it CTCA is largest Tribal political orexamines or what would be most ganization in the state consisting
beneficial,” Snider said.
representing 85% of the 109 federally recognized American Indian
Tribal Governments in California.
Chairman Mazzetti was asked for
his thoughts on the California Truth
and Healing Council. he responded. “I guess what I would question

The idea for the council came in
the early days of Newsom taking
office in 2019. Snider said cabinet
members were on a retreat getting
to know each other and talking
about what they hoped to accomplish under the new administration.
She recalls the governor being very
engaged, wanting to hit the ground
running and do some really progressive things. During his tenure, Newsom has also doubled the staff of
the Native American Heritage Commission and made the tribal adviser
a permanent position within the
governor’s office.

and the facts we’ve had commissions and investigations into the California Indians for a number of
years with a little or no actions undertaken on the results of the documented printed findings past and
present.”
“The studies of these commissions
and findings of these commissions
and investigations have clearly been
documented with very little efforts
to address the findings or any correction of those issues that have
been found, in the past.”

“He has really believed in the work
of restoring an irreparable damage
to the Indigenous peoples of California and also being creative about
how we do it and trying to be as inclusive as possible in doing that
work,” Snider said.
Snider was hesitant to say if other
states would follow suit but hopes
California’s council will serve as an
example.
One of the appointed council members is Yurok Tribe Vice Chairman,
Frankie Myers. In a recent op-ed,
he wrote that it is important to ask
the questions that connect the past
to the present. He hopes the council’s findings will help all people of
California to have a better understanding of the state’s Native population.

“I would like to see actual tangible
results that are implemented. I
hope the issues are not just discussed and documented in a report
that ends up on peoples and lawmakers shelves collecting dust!”
When asked if he knew of any specific studies or findings, He said.

“One study of the conditions of California Indians was done I think in
1963 and 1969. I know Leo Calac
was on one or both of them.“ (Leo
“This Truth and Healing Council is Calac was a Rincon Tribal leaders.)
historic in its scope and nature, and
potential for impact, but it is really
just the beginning,” Myers wrote.
“What this council finds will shape
how we move as one state and
many tribes that together deliver on
a promise for all people.”
Editors note: Oin January 17, 2021
The American Indian Reporter had
a short interview with Bo Mazzetti,
Chairman of the Rincon Band of
Luiseno Indians who also services
as Chairman for the California Tribal Chairpersons Association. Inc.,
(CTCA).
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Minnesota K-12 Social Studies Draft Dumps Major
U.S. Historical Events for ‘Systemic Racism’
“The Transformation of American, Chapter II”
My View by Ernie C, Salgado, Jr., * Source: Breitbart News
As many of the American people already know
“The Transformation of America” didn’t start
yesterday, it has been pushed upon us one step
at a time exactly as prescribed by Karl Marx.
Chapter II of “The Transformation of America”
once again begins in the schools with the curriculum. Over the past five decades what has been
taught in the public schools has less to do with
preparing children to excel in academics and the
world, but instead in “Social Justice,” which in
nothing more than “Marxism” in sheep’s clothing.
Right, who in their right mind would buy into
Marxism, at least anyone that believed on God,
the Constitution of the United States of America
and freedom.
Marx’s theory is that if you bring bout the change
a little at a time. the people will have accepted
the change without objection because it happened so gradual. I call it the “Baloney Theory,”
a slice at a time.
Are you ready for your children and grandchildren to be taught about a different America than
you were. An America they should learn to hate,
an America based on Socialism, a Godless
America.
The Minnesota Department of Education has
released its first draft of K-12 social studies
standards for the next ten years, a proposal that
omits most of the significant events in American
history and focuses, instead, on “systemic racism” and the oppression of “marginalized” people throughout U.S. and Minnesota history.
The following is a portion of the proposed
changes:
17.6.2 Define political, economic, spatial and
historical perspectives and apply them to the
boundary disputes and genocide that occurred in
the past within the land that is Minnesota today.
17.9.3 Explain the social construction of race
and how it was used to oppress people of color
and assess how social policies and economic
forces offer privilege or systematic oppressions
for racial/ethnic groups related to accessing social, political, economic and spatial opportunities.
17.9.4 Evaluate the impact of spatial decisions
on policies affecting historically marginalized
communities of color and indigenous nations
and take action to affect policy.
18.7.1 Define freedom and democracy, and examine how different groups have been included
or excluded from the ideals over the in American history.
18.9.6 Describe the tactics used by the United

States government to claim indigenous and Mex- •
ican land, including but not limited to an analysis
of the ideology of Manifest Destiny and its rela- •
tionship to whiteness, Christianity, and capitalism; and analyze the strategies used by Native
Americans and Mexicans to respond to US set- •
tler colonialism. (Example: Louisiana Purchase;
multiple treaty negotiations with and wars against •
Indigenous nations and Native alliances; negoti- •

ated annexation of Texas; United States-Mexican
War.)
18.9.7 Describe the content, context, and consequences of the 13th, 14th and 15th amendments
and evaluate the successes and failures of the
Reconstruction, including successful efforts to
disenfranchise newly freed Black Americans,
making sure to connect this history to persistent
discrimination and inequity in the present.
21.5.1 Describe how rivalries among European
nations and their search for new opportunities
fueled expanding global trade networks and, in
North America, colonization and settlement and
the exploitation and genocide of indigenous peoples and theft of indigenous lands.
22.9.1 Develop a respectful awareness about
how ideas and norms about gender have
changed over time, and how members of the
LGBTQ+ community have responded to persecution or marginalization by building coalitions
in order to promote gender equality/equity.
As the “Raise Our Standards MN” campaign, an
effort of public policy organization Center of the
American Experiment, observed, what is especially stunning about the draft is what it omits:
• The Pledge of Allegiance
• The American flag
• WWI
• WWII
• The Holocaust – including references to Nazis and Jews
• Communism and Socialism
• The American Revolution
• George Washington and Thomas Jefferson
• Civil War
• The brave Minnesotans of the First Regiment who were first to answer Lincoln’s call
for help.
• Minnesota/Iron Range role during WWI
and WWII
• Minnesota’s response to global conflicts and
displaced people since 1945
The campaign added the Minnesota Standards
Review Committee proposes replacing these major events and aspects of U.S. and Minnesota
history with:

Systemic racism in the United States rooted
in our founding
How freedom and democracy have included
or excluded certain groups throughout our
history
Develop a “respectful awareness” of the
LGBTQ+ community
Gender Equality/Equity
Minnesota’s juvenile justice system and its
evaluation on the impact on BIPOC communities
• The Reconstruction period, specifically successful efforts to disenfranchise newly freed
Black Americans and connecting this history
to persistent discrimination and inequity in
the present
• An analysis of the ideology of Manifest Destiny and its relationship to whiteness, Christianity, and capitalism…
Catrin Wigfall, policy fellow at Center of the
American Experiment, reviewed the proposed
draft, noting 5,000 comments were submitted to
the standards review committee by parents and
citizens through the campaign’s website,
which contained the letter expressing concern
about the elimination of major events in U.S.
history and features of civics.
Wigfall wrote about the response the comments
received from members of the committee:
Instead of discussing the specific concerns the
letter identified and the specific changes the letter suggested, Director of Academic Standards
Doug Paulson dismissed the voices of real Minnesotans by labeling their concerns in the letter
as “white supremacy language.” No parts of the
letter were referenced or quoted to support what
the supposed “white supremacy language” was.
“Committee member Danyika Leonard asked

whether the committee should just do a “select
all delete sort of thing” to the comments submitted by 5,000 Minnesotans,” Wigfall added.
Recordings of committee members making these
statements can be heard here.
John Hinderaker wrote at Minnesota-based Powerline Thursday the standards and the dismissal
of the concerns of those with opposing views is
“a classic of leftist bureaucratic arrogance.”

“[T]hey undertake to promulgate a new set of
benchmarks pursuant to a statute, they solicit
public comments per the statutory requirement,
and then ignore the public’s views and proceed
with their far-left agenda,” he observed. “We see
this pattern constantly.”
Wigfall said the Center will continue to follow
the standards revision process and report on future drafts.

Bokhari: This Is the ‘Revenge of the Corporate
Oligarchs’ Against Political Dissidents
Source: Breitbart News, January 15, 2021 * Contributed by Franklin Motte, Moreno Valley CA
Breitbart News senior technology correspondent
Allum Bokhari, the author of #DELETED: Big
Tech’s Battle to Erase the Trump Movement
and Steal the Election, appeared on Lou Dobbs
Tonight on the Fox Business Network in mid
January to discuss how Big Tech has become
the political weapon of Democrats and the ruling
elites.
Bokhari’s book predicted and exposed Big
Tech’s plans to interfere in the 2020 presidential
election, said that big tech companies were increasingly subservient to the Democrat party, in
much the same way that allegedly private companies are subservient to the Communist party in
China.
Transcript:
DOBBS: Joining us now, Allum Bokhari, author
of DELETED: Big Tech’s Battle to Erase the
Trump Movement and Steal the Election. He’s
broken a number of stories on Big Tech power –
out of control power – including Google executives saying President Trump and his populist
movement will be a “blip in history.”
Allum, great to have you with us, and congratulations on the book, we recommend it to our audi-

ence highly. Your thoughts about Parler, and
what we have seen, an unprecedented event, all
of Silicon Valley and Big Tech converging to destroy this one social media company.
BOKHARI: Hi Lou, it’s great to be on. What
we’re witnessing, really, is the revenge of the corporate oligarchs. It’s the culmination of a trend
I’ve been covering for five years at Breitbart
News, which is the merging of the political power
of the Democratic party with the unchecked corporate power of big tech giants.
And by forcing Parler off the internet – one of
the few social networks where you could have
free speech – they’ve sent a message to an American people, ‘we are not going to allow you to

have free speech on the internet anymore, you’re
not going to have it again, you’re not going to
threaten our power or our narratives again, and
anyone who tries to do it will be destroyed.'”
DOBBS: And President Trump, paying a price
in the form of political persecution for challenging the establishment as well. Parler has filed a
lawsuit against Amazon for denying its contract –
tearing up its contract, in effect – that keeps
Parler alive. Do they prevail?

BOKHARI: Hopefully they do prevail, because
it’s going to be a very important case for free
speech on the internet. But it’s also important
that we don’t see this as just a corporation trying
to squelch a competitor.
They are doing that, but it’s much more than
that. It’s, as I said, the Democratic party using
these giant corporations as its muscle, to squelch
dissent, to stamp out competing points of view.
And it’s actually very similar to what the Chinese
Communist Party does. It uses so-called private
corporations as an arm of the state, as an arm of
political power.
That’s now happening in America, and I think
we’re going to see a lot more of it as Democrats
increasingly call for retribution against their political opponents.
DOBBS: Indeed they are. And, Allum, we hope
you will come back with us soon to discuss these
very important issues. Allum Bokhari, the book
is #DELETED, and we recommend it to you.
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By Sen. Josh Hawley, New York Post

It’s time to stand up against the muzzling of America
“The

tech titans have already booted dozens of conservatives off social media, & if they have their way half
the House Republican will be expelled from Congress.”
Contributed by Andrea Marquez, Tribal member Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians, Southern California.
Have you checked your social credit
score lately? You might want to. Mine seems to
have taken a nosedive this month. You might
want to see how yours is doing.
Everyone knows what a credit score is. But social
credit scores are new. They’re the latest corporate import from Communist China, where government and big business monitor every citizen’s
social views and statements.
And they’re the latest form of cancel culture in
this country, as corporate monopolies and the
left team up to shut down speech they don’t like
and force their political agenda on America. For
those who still believe in free speech and
the First Amendment, this is the time to take a
stand.
Like the old-fashioned kind of credit score, your
social credit requires a lot of maintenance. You’ll
need to get good grades in school and stay out of
trouble with the law. But that’s just the start —
you have to earn your right to live in polite society these days.
So if you want to get a good job, stay at hotels
and be served at restaurants, you will need to do
a few other things. You will need to voice the
right opinions. You will need to endorse the
right ideas. You will need to conform. That’s
what the corporate chieftains tell us, anyway.
They tried to reprimand me this month because
I didn’t. On behalf of the voters of my state, I
raised a challenge to the presidential electors
from Pennsylvania after that state conducted the
election in violation of the state constitution.
Maybe you agree with me. Maybe you don’t. But
whatever your view, corporate America’s rush to
cancel those it dislikes should trouble you.
In my case, it started with leftist politicians demanding I resign from office for representing the
views of my constituents and leading a democrat-

ic debate on the floor of the Senate.
Taking that cue, a corporate publishing
house then canceled a book it had asked me to
write. Ironically enough, the book is about political censorship by the most powerful corporations in America. (And will be published by an
independent publishing house.) Now corporate
America is cancelling my political events, because two parties are apparently one too many
for their taste.
It will get worse. The tech titans have already
booted dozens of conservatives off social media,
and if they have their way half the House Republican conference will be expelled from Congress.
The corporate titans seem to believe that the only way to get a democracy to their liking is to
eliminate all threats to the Democratic Party’s
unified control of government.
The alliance of leftists and woke capitalists hopes
to regulate the innermost thoughts of every
American, from school age to retirement. And
they’ve trained enforcers of the woke orthodoxy
to monitor dissent or misbehavior.
A "Karen" who cuts the wrong person off in traffic gets followed home on a livestream and
shamed into crying for mercy as her license plate
is broadcast to an online hoard eager to hound
her out of a job.
Everyone knows it can happen to them, so everyone shuts down. The circle of trust narrows.
Conversations — too easily recorded — shift to
encrypted messaging apps. For now. Until those
get banned too for interfering in efficient social
credit markets.
For some time, conservatives, recognizing that
we’re now the counterculture, indulged in the
delusion that we could opt out of all this. We’d
send our kids to schools that don’t teach all the
woke stuff.

Biden Shuts Down Oil and Gas Industry,
Tribes Cry Foul My View by Ernie C, Salgado, Jr.,
While the majority of the American Indian Tribal leaders endorsed the
Biden-Harris candidacy it has only taken 3-days for it to come back to bit
them on the ass. (See Tribal letter on Left)
Tribal coal mining will certainty be next as well as the Indian Gaming
businesses with an ”Oversight Fees,” which is nothing more than political
doublespeak for “Taxation.”
And, the American Indian Tribal Government can expect an increase in
environmental mandates as well.
The American Indian Tribal leaders are also supporting the appointment
of Rep. Haaland D-NM, as Secretary of the Interior.
Rep. Haalands’ chances of getting Senate conformation as Secretary of the
Interior is more perilous then is already was to begin with.

We’d make our friends at church, not at work,
and take comfort that trust and openness were
still possible in communities of shared purpose.
We’d vote our conscience, because the ballot
box was something no election could take from
us.
And if ever our political organizing were impeded by censorship — say, by the big tech giants —
we could build our own platforms.
But the left and the corporations are challenging
all of this now. Your "conservative" social platform isn’t worth much when Amazon can shut it
down. Your vote may still be yours, but if your
party is denied the means to effectively organize
by corporate monopolies, it’s not going to win.
Your church, well, you can still attend for now,
but go to the wrong church and you may not
have a job.
Here’s the good news. The cancel culture agenda will only succeed if we let it. We need live in
fear only if we choose to say nothing. In this time
of testing, conservatives must not shrink back.
We need to stand up for the right of every
American to be heard.
We need to stand up for the basic principles that
join all Americans together — the right to speak
freely, to debate openly, and to address our differences graciously without fear of being silenced
or punished for dissenting views.
I for one am not going to back down. My book
will be published, and I will continue to represent the people of my state without fear or favor,
whatever the left or the corporations say.
The powerful see in the present moment an opportunity to consolidate their control over society and to squelch dissent. That means those who
believe in the First Amendment and the fundamental principles of American liberty must now
take a stand, while we still can.

And given Bidens’ devastating executive orders shutting down the Keystone Pipeline and the Nations oil industry, which is not acceptable to the
financial well being of many of the Blue leftist states.
It’s may even be possible that Biden could withdraw her nomination to
avoid the embarrassment of an ugly rejection.
The primary reason for a negative outcome from the Senate on her conformation is simply because of her extreme Socialist and “New Green
Deal” views. And the fact that the oil industry is the economic backbone
of many of the Socialist run states.
And, another tribal concern is how Biden’s executive order mandating the
wearing of Covid-19 mask on all government lands and facilities will impact tribal lands and facilities.
Will the National Guard be sent to the 600 plus Indian Reservations, Villages and Rancherias to enforce the mandate?
Again, using Hitler’s catchphrase “Fur Ihre Sicherheit” “It’s for your safety.”

Rep. Gaetz Reveals What Biden Nazi Plans Are For
Trump Supporters- It’s Hitler’s Third Reich
Source: AMERICAS FREEDOM FIGHTERS, January 17, 2021 * Original by Duncan Smith at The National Sentinel
Contributed by Franklin Motte, Moreno Valley CA * Edited: Title & Swastika added by Ernie C. Salgado, Jr.,
President Trump supporters looked on for years
as the deep state conducted an unprecedented
campaign to depose him.
Why? What did Trump do that so enraged the
men and women ‘behind the curtain’ pulling all
the levers of power?
Simple: Trump not only promised to devolve
power from Washington, D.C., back to the people, he began to deliver it no sooner than he
took the oath of office.
And since Americans are no longer governed by
people we elect but rather power-mad elitists
who rule behind the scenes, Donald Trump had
to go. And now, so do those who put him in office to begin with.

That would be us, folks. Now that ‘they’ finally got him…stole his reelection, and pretty
much did so in broad daylight because they figured most of his supporters wouldn’t do anything about it, maybe they calculated correctly.
Time will tell. But according to Rep. Gaetz (RFL) they aren’t going to wait around t find out.
In an interview with Sean Hannity on Friday,
Gaetz said ‘President Unity’ — Biden — and his

handlers plan on essentially reclassifying speech
and activity in support of Trump’s MAGA
movement as a threat to national security, using
the phony ‘insurrection’ narrative to describe the
riot at the U.S. Capitol Building as an excuse.

tion of America for months this summer,’ Gaetz
added.

‘They don’t want to account for that. Joe Biden
doesn’t want to answer for it. Certainly, Kamala
Harris doesn’t. And so, they are going to go after
‘[W]e should take note of the language that the the president and his allies and they’re going to
left is using — chemical warfare, insurrection, use national security authorities that you should
domestic terrorism,’ he said. ‘That’s not by acci- never use against our fellow Americans.’
dent, Sean. There are exquisite authorities in We’re not going to say what individual people
our national laws that allow our government to should or should not do if Biden’s Marxist thugs
do things to terrorists that we would never allow start targeting them.
against our own people.”
But historically, when a government begins to
“But in the incoming Biden administration, they persecute free people, free people tend to react
want to use national security authorities against to such persecution in a negative way.
MAGA. They’re targeting Mo Brooks, Paul Go- And maybe that’s what ‘they’ are going to try to
sar, Andy Biggs, Louie Gohmert, Madison Caw- provoke, so they can ‘prove’ their assertion that
thorn and myself because we had the nerve to we’re all terrorists and thus justify their actions.
actually stand up and point out the need for elecTHE NEXT FEW YEARS ARE NOT GOtion integrity,” he continued.
ING TO BE PRETTY, FOLKS. PATRIOTS
‘And we also pointed out their hypocrisy, be- NEED TO WRAP THEIR MINDS FIRMLY
cause for all of the criticism that they have lev- AROUND WHAT GAETZ IS TELLING US.
eled against Donald Trump unfairly, they were
the cheerleaders, fundraisers and apologists for
the people who burned our cities, attacked our
police and were on offense against the very no-
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Yester-Years 1972: American Indians Invaded Washington D.C.
The 1972 occupation, born out of frustration with the government’s ‘Trail of Broken Treaties,’ lasted six days
Source: The Washington Post, By Dana Hedgpeth * Magda Jean-Louis contributed to this report * January 24, 2021
Contributed by Andrea Marquez, Tribal member Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians, Southern California.
With desks, chairs and file cabinets,
hundreds of Native Americans barricaded the entrances to the Bureau
of Indian Affairs in downtown
Washington, just six blocks from
the White House.
It was the week before the 1972
presidential election between President Richard Nixon and Sen.
George McGovern (D-S.D.), and
the group of men, women, children,
activists and elders had come to the
nation’s capital in a caravan of vans,
trucks and cars to demand a meeting with Nixon and top officials.
They wanted to describe the poor
housing, underfunded schools and
health crises they faced — a result,
they said, of the U.S. government’s
failure to honor treaties with their
tribal governments.
They called their effort “The Trail
of Broken Treaties,” a nod to the
forcible removal in the 1830s of
thousands of Native Americans
from their homelands during
the “Trail of Tears.”

American Indian Movement Warriors stand guard at the Bureau of
Indian Affairs building Washington D.C., 1972. (Havery Georges/AP)
Points” doctrine directly to the
White House.
The Indians arrived on Nov. 1,
1972. One problem: No housing
had been arranged. After a night
crowded in the basement of a
church off 16th Street that had rats,
they headed to the BIA on Constitution Avenue, asking if they could
bed down in a large auditorium and
use the bureau’s kitchen.
But one top official with the Interior
Department laughingly told them
the “bureau was not in the housing

business and threatened to have us
thrown out,” Carter Camp, a member of the Ponca tribe who was also
one of the protest coordinators, recalled in the New York Times.
Mills said they told the bureau officials: “‘That’s not going to work.

This place belongs to us. It’s the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. This is an
Indian building.’”

“We wanted them to know the conditions we lived in. We wanted
them to know the downright blatant
persecution of the government of
Native Americans,” said Sid Mills,
one of the leaders of the takeover of
the bureau in 1972.
An estimated 500 to 800 Native
Americans took part, taking over
the four-story granite headquarters
of the BIA. Their siege bore little
resemblance to the Jan. 6 riot at the
U.S. Capitol. It lasted much longer
— six days vs. several hours. And the
Indians didn’t storm inside but rather walked in and refused to leave.

“It was a messy coalition of politics
and a bunch of individuals and
groups who came together under a
common goal. They wanted attention to the plight of Indians,” said
Paul Chaat Smith, a Comanche
whose book “Like a Hurricane:

The Indian Movement from Alcatraz to Wounded Knee” chronicled
large-scale Indian protests in the late
1960s and early 1970s.
In 1972, the Native Americans didn’t start off planning to take over the
agency in charge of handling a variety of affairs, from fishing and mineral rights to maintaining roads and
bridges on reservations.
Their pursuit instead began when
three simultaneous caravans set off
from Seattle, San Francisco and Los
Angeles. They made their way east,
speaking at reservations and churches, in route to Washington with
plans to present their “Twenty

At the time, the BIA was housed in
a building separate from the Interior Department. (It was later relocated to the Interior building.)
While the Native Americans tried
to reach a deal on housing, a group
of guards for the General Services
Administration tried to get some of
the Indians who were in a downstairs area of the building to leave,
according to Kent Blansett, a Native
American scholar who teaches Indigenous studies and history at the
University of Kansas. But fights
erupted, and some of the guards
were thrown out.
Ramona Bennett, 82, a former
chairwoman of the Puyallup tribe in
Tacoma, Wash., who was at the occupation, recalled how leaders of
the group told them to wait in the
building while they tried to make
accommodations for them to stay
for the night. But “while we were
waiting there,” she said, “we were

“It was scary, but we were strong,”
Bennett said.
Soon, a banner went up across the
facade of the building that read
“Native American Embassy.” Some
Native Americans put up a tepee on
the front lawn, calling the property
their “liberated territory,” according
to “Like a Hurricane.”
Government officials desperately
wanted them out. At one point, they
offered the group a larger auditorium at a nearby federal building
where there would be cots, showers
and canteens set up for cooking.
But when a few Native Americans
went to check out the accommodations first, before moving everyone,
they found the doors were locked.
Native Americans spent days in the
building going through — and taking
— files that raised questions about
unfair deals on land, water, fishing
and mineral rights. Others took artifacts, pottery and artwork that they
said belonged to tribes.
Suzan Shown Harjo, 75, who is
Cheyenne and Muscogee, recalled
her time as a radio journalist covering the occupation for a New York
station, WBAI-FM, in a piece on
the 30th anniversary. She said,

“Indians were camped all over the
building, busy with security and other tasks, but mostly reading documents.”
“Everyone talked about the thick
carpeting, leather couches and
chairs, running water and indoor
plumbing that were more comfortable and modern than most Indian
homes.”
Taking over the building, Harjo
said, was significant because it was
the “stand-in agency for everything

Inside, some Native Americans
broke off table legs to make clubs
and wrapped knives onto pieces of
broken furniture to make spears
because they feared an attack by law
enforcement or military police.
At one point, Harjo said, someone
yelled into a bullhorn that the building was going to be blown up. Eight
months pregnant, she and her husband, who was also a radio journalist, ran down the stairs, past bottles
of flammable liquids with cardboard
wicks.
Outside on the steps of the building, Russell Means, an Oglala Lakota who was a leader in the American
Indian Movement group, lit a long
fuse to a Molotov cocktail and said,
“It’s a good day to die.” Several
people, including Harjo’s husband,
put out the fuse.
Harjo said Oren Lyons, who was a
faith-keeper of the Onondaga tribe,
told Means: “You can’t kill the people and destroy all those records.
This is only a battle, not the war.”
Leonard Garment, acting special
counsel to Nixon who was involved
in negotiating with the occupiers,
described the precarious situation in
a 2007 interview kept at the Richard
Nixon Presidential Library and Museum.
He said that with the nearness of
the election, plus “a lot of craziness,

anger, and a lot of children, babies
… it was all the ingredients of a great
tragedy.”
Then he realized that one of the
major obstacles to an agreement was
that the Native Americans had no
cash to get home.
Eventually, Garment said, he called
officials at the Treasury Department
and told them: “Get me some mon-

ey so I can get bus tickets for all
these Indians.”
The occupation ended the day after
Nixon won a landslide victory and
after Garment arranged for $66,000
in cash to help the Native Americans with travel expenses.
Government officials accused the
group of causing thousands of dollars in damage — a charge many of
the Native Americans denied. As
part of the agreement, the government said it wouldn’t prosecute the
Native Americans who had occupied the federal building.
In their book, Smith and his coauthor Robert Allen Warrior, an
Osage, called it “the most important

the federal government had done
wrong to Indians. It was the stand-in act of Indian resistance since the
for massacres. It was the stand-in defeat of Custer at Little Big Horn,
yet after all the vows of victory or
for removal acts.”
attacked.”
GSA officials, at one point, pro- death, everyone agreed to leave in
“They started coming in through posed ending the takeover by tun- exchange for gas money home.”
the doors and beating people with neling into the building and Still, for many of the Native Americlubs,” Bennett said. When police “surprising the attackers.” But Nix- cans involved in the occupation, it
in riot gear arrived, some Native
Americans started to block the entrance doors. The protesters said
police tried to smash the windows
to get in.

“We said, ‘We’re not leaving,’ ”
Mills recalled. That’s when “they
surrounded us with police, and then
it became an occupation.”
Some bureau employees were allowed out, while others opted to
stay. Police surrounded the building
and snipers took up posts on the
Interior Department building across
the street.

on “ruled against an assault and in
favor of restraint,” according to
“Like a Hurricane.”
Determined to avoid bloodshed
before an election, the government
sought a court order to clear the
group from the building. The court
set a deadline for the Native Americans to be out, but an hour before it
went into effect, a judge ordered a
two-day extension to give government negotiators and the Native
Americans more time to reach a
deal.

felt like a success.

“The most important thing we won
was to have brought to the world
the condition of our people,”
Vernon Bellecourt, a leader of the
American Indian Movement, said
in a Washington Post article from
that time.
“This is our country,” Bellecourt
said. “This is our land. We have the

right to live and thrive.”
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Shayne's Journal
Email: shayne@sprintmail.com

"Learning American Indian
History Through Participation."
By Shayne Del Cohen PhD

There will be many legacies from
the last four years. One is that more
of the public has learned a lot more
about and participated in their government.
Tribes have been dealing with foreign governments in addition to the
USA for over 500 recorded years,
so there has been a "not so much is
new" feeling, if not more "now you
know how it is" rhetoric.
What has not been apparent is a
greater knowledge of finance — or
how money works. We live in a capitalist society. But not many can define capitalism and thus, may not be
able to asses the cultural conflict that
began the first day of "contact" of
kings and peasantry.
Even the Pope operated on this system. Property, labor, production of
goods and distribution of wealth
were hierarchal and "deposited" in
the name of the monarch.
Visitors to the "New World" were
amazed, disgusted, intrigued and
often repulsed to find nations/
communities that operated from
completely different foundations,
depending mostly on their geographical location which dictated
their ability to live comfortably on
the land. Matriarchal organization,
shared leadership, division of spiritual and war portfolios, and community education of children were
"foreign" concepts.
Communal property, shared foodstuffs, "giveaways", migration with the
seasons for some, sedentary villages
practicing high levels of agriculture

Shayne’s Journal is a daily blog posted by Shayne Del Cohen, PhD
for others were all novel to the invaders. The only shared concept
they shared with some was slavery.
They also missed a deep knowledge
of medicinal practices, knowledge of
the stars, and understanding of genetics. The rest is "history".
I raise this retrospect so that communities take a moment to revisit
their economic origins.
The next step is to create an economic history of the community.
This entails many facets:
1. basis/overview of economy pre
contact
2. impact of contact
a. loss of natural resource
b. removal of territory
c. enslavement/annihilate
d. prohibition of traditional
practices
3. Impact of interaction with USA
a. removal/relocation
b. Reservation
c. Homestead/Dawes Act and
other (Congressional Acts)
d. BIA economic programs for
individuals
e. Income derived from leases/
right of ways/etc.
Note: BIA (RG75) Archival Records and Indian Claims Commission contain LOTS of information.
Some find accounting records boring, but they do reveal much!
4. Impacts of Indian Reorganization Act
5. Impacts of WWII
6. Impacts of Termination
7. Impacts of OEO programs

8. Impacts of the Self Determination & Education Act
9. Description of tribal/community
economy today.
"If you don't know where you've

been, you don't know where you are
going." (Anon)
The (arduous/laborious suggested)
exercise above should also be combined with an in-depth vocabulary
lesson.
Terms like socialism, communism,
capitalism, fascism, classism, elitism,
tribalism, democracy are bandied
about as scare tactics but what do
they mean?
As I said earlier, we live in a capitali s t s o c i e t y . W e a l s o l i ve
(purportedly) in a democracy. This
means that there is a difference between one's economic system and
one's political system.
And there are different combinations of these all over the world. So
one must have the ability to distinguish between economic and political systems although they play off/
dictate one another. The subtle distinctions and evolution of each label
are important. Can you/your community explain the difference?
I am old enough to remember DOI
Secretary James Watt's tirade against
tribes. He termed them Communists because they practiced
communal values. This was actually
a replay of an earlier epoch after
WWI when the KKK and supporters stirred up the public by accusing
tribes, sharecroppers, unionist of
being of being communists because

they wanted equity for their labor.
Those words are bandied about today, mostly without relevance, but
certainly divisive.
We do live in a "new world". Each
corner of the globe is tied to another and one can be "hooked up" to
many of these bubbles that cover
the globe. One has many bubbles/
realities in which they can live.
Some may choose to live in two or
three; others may seek the isolation
of one.
There are also new forms of economic activity and organization
emerging. Bit coin and other electronic forms of "money" have major
following and investment. Many
communities are e creating exchange networks (I do an hour's ser-

vice for you; you do an hour's service for me…..like I'll fix your computer while you go shopping for
me). Bartering in on the way back.
Personally, I donate my trash-art
planter pots to Oakland Free Up,
another such experiment.
What is important is that each individual understand what his personal
economic system is and if it is tied
to a family, tribal, regional, national
or an international economy.
Each individual and their community then need to decide what kind of
economy they want to have. There
are many choices between isolation
and managed.
Please send your comment to;
shayne@sprintmail.com
Thank you!

SUBITH: BRINGING MORE NATIVE AMERICANS
TO TRAIL RUNNING by Tayte Pollmann, American Trail Running Assoc., January 26, 2021
love with running trails and
started entering races to motivate myself to train more consistently. I also knew I wanted
to be in shape for my grandkids and running has helped
me accomplish this.
[TAYTE] What do you enjoy
Historically, trail running has most about being a trail runbeen a sport dominated by ner?
white middle-class males and
it’s time for this to change.
[SHELDON] Being out on the
In recent years, groups such trails in nature and competing
as Black Girls Run, Latinos at the national level in my age
Run, and United in Stride have group category.
encouraged the trail running [TAYTE] Tell us about your
community to diversify and involvement with Native Amerraised discussion about how to ican communities.
get more participation in the
sport among minority groups. [SHELDON] I’ve been involved in several ways with Native American communities in
my area over the years. Firstly,
I was the Athletic director at
the Noli Indian School on the
Soboba Indian Reservation
near the Cities of Hemet and
San Jacinto in Southern California. I also served as the Director if the tribes Parks and
Recreation Department.
I coached cross country for the
Noli middle and high school
aged students, many of whom
were coming from tough living
situations and backgrounds. As
a cross country coach, I would
take the kids running on trails.
The trails were great for training and the kids loved it. My
motto as a coach was “to never
give up and finish strong.” You
can run the same hill every day
and it doesn’t get easier. If
[SHELDON SUBITH] I start- you’re doing it right you’re geted running fifteen years ago to ting faster. That’s the goal of
get back into shape. I fell in training.
The US Trail Running Conference has also made a strong
push over the past two years to
illuminate and discuss issues of
diversity and inclusion.
Although change is happening,
one minority group that often
gets neglected in the discussion
of diversity in trail running is
the Native American community.
Recently, I interviewed Sheldon Subith, an accomplished
masters’ runner from Hemet,
California, who works to get
more Native Americans into
trail running. We discussed
Subith’s running and vision for
a more inclusive trail running
community.
[TAYTE POLLMANN] How
did you get into trail running?

I also helped start the Soboba
Trail Race, which included
distances of 10, 25 and 50 kilometers. Race proceeds went to
the Soboba Preschool, a preschool for Native American
youth. Recently,
I also introduced ultrarunner
and event director Keira Henninger to the Cahuilla Native
American populations in California.
She has since been given permission by the tribes to host
races on their sacred land.
The first race will be The Elder
Creek Trail Runs 30K/50K on
February 6, 2021 and the second will be the Elder Creek
Trail Runs 50 Mile/100K held
one month later on March 6,
2021.
[TAYTE] Why do you think
it’s important to encourage
Native American communities
to trail run?
[SHELDON] My main motivation is to decrease the high
rate of diabetes among Native
Americans. Trail running and
education about diet can help
combat this. Trail running is an
accessible sport that doesn’t
take much monetary investment and most reservations
have extensive trail systems, so
the people there could easily
run in their own backyard without having to travel somewhere
to run.
[TAYTE] What more should
the sport be doing to be more
inclusive for minorities such as
Native Americans, people of
color, women, youth, etc?

[SHELDON] Keep promoting
the physical and mental benefits of trail running through
representation of all walks of
life. All types of runners belong
in the trail running community.
[TAYTE] How do you plan to
continue involving more Native
Americans in trail running?
[SHELDON] I want to start a
Native American Trail Running Association (NATRA)
here in my hometown of
Hemet, California. I have connections with several tribes in
the area who are already on
board.
I envision a championship
among reservations across the
country that would change venues every year. I’d also encourage runners in these reservations to become USA Track &
Field (USATF) members so
their teams could compete in
sectional and national USATF
trail running events.
The grand vision down the
road would be to have a north,
south, east and west championship that culminates in a national championship. This
would be my way of repaying
the Native American tribes for
all they’ve done for me
throughout my life.
[TAYTE] You’re quite the
accomplished trail runner. At
the 2020 USATF Trail Marathon Championships, you were
the masters’ age-group winner
for the 65-69 category. Take us
through your training routine
and what you do to stay in
shape?

[SHELDON] I wake up at
2A.M. and I leave the door
around 2:30A.M every day. I
run, eat, work, sleep, and run a
second time. I love racing and
try to incorporate many races
into my training routine.
My favorite place to run is the
Bautista Canyons in Southern
California and the surrounding
hills. Running these trails keeps
me fit and ready to race. I also
find that as an aging runner,
moving up in distance to longer
races has helped me stay competitive. These races require
less speed and more endurance, which makes them better
suited for older athletes.
[TAYTE] How do you approach trail race competitions?
[SHELDON] I put my heart
and soul into every competition. My goals are to win my
age group and sometimes go
for the overall win. Winning is
definitely a large motivation of
mine for racing.
[TAYTE] What are some of
your favorite trail races?
[SHELDON] The Moab Trail
Marathon has always been one
of my favorite races. There’s a
little bit of everything and I
love the diversity of terrain that
one encounters on this course.
It’s full of challenges and I like
that too!
[TAYTE] What are your trail
racing goals for 2021?
[SHELDON] I’d like to
run The Broken Arrow Sky
Race 52K and Moab Trail
Marathon.
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Wyoming Censures RINO Rep. Liz Cheney
for Her Impeachment Vote.
Source:

by daniel, January, 18, 2021 * Contributed by Andrea Marquez, Soboba Indian Rez

The job description for
“Representative” is obvious. You’re
supposed to REPRESENT the will
of the people that you serve!
And it is clear that Liz Cheney did
the exact OPPOSITE by voting to
impeach President Donald Trump.
Liz Cheney is one of the few Republicans who broke ranks and voted
against the President.
Now… it appears that her actions
are coming back to haunt her.
Cheney has been CENSURED in
Wyoming for her impeachment
vote. Ouch!
If Cheney had hopes of a political
future, it looks like those dreams
may now be dead.
Many people in her home state of
Wyoming are ANGRY at her.
The Republican Party Central Committee in Carbon County, Wyoming, has censured Rep. Liz Cheney for voting to impeach President
Trump, as support for the one-time
rising GOP star crumbles in her
home state.

The censure is the latest blow to
Ms. Cheney, a member of the
House Republican leadership team
and the daughter of former Vice
President Dick Cheney.
If Republicans were as loyal as
Democrats, perhaps the party (and
our COUNTRY) would be in much
better shape today.
But the Republican party appears to
be filled with many swamp creatures. And these swamp creatures
are stabbing President Trump in the
back left and right.
They’ve only been waiting for an
opportune moment to do so. Now,
Liz Cheney may LOSE her GOP
leadership position.
The New York Post reports:
The Republican Party Central Committee in Carbon County, Wyoming, has censured Rep. Liz Cheney for voting to impeach President
Trump, as support for the one-time
rising GOP star crumbles in her
home state.
The censure resolution passed in a

unanimous vote by the 45-member
central committee. It included a demand that Ms. Cheney appear before the committee to explain her
actions.

“Our representative did not represent our voice,” said Carbon County
GOP Chairman Joey Correnti IV,
who presented the resolution to the
central committee at a meeting
where the vote took place.
The resolution condemns Ms.
Cheney for conduct described as
defying the will of most Wyoming
Republican voters and joining in a
rushed impeachment that did not
examine all the facts and denied Mr.
Trump due process.
The resolution also declared that a

“vocal majority of Wyoming Republicans recognize there were significant irregularities” in the Nov. 3
presidential election.
Allegations of ballot fraud and election irregularities were the basis for
the Jan. 6 pro-Trump rally that preceded the siege of the Capitol build-

ing that temporarily halted the Electoral College vote count that affirmed President-elect Biden..
The censure is the latest blow to
Ms. Cheney, a member of the
House Republican leadership team
and the daughter of former Vice
President Dick Cheney.
May this be a lesson to all Republican Representatives and Senators.
Think twice before stabbing the
people you represent in the back!
Remember, you are in Washington
D.C. to serve and represent your
constituents!

Are you recently unemployed OR laid-off due to the CORONAVIRUS crisis?
Are you are an enrolled member or a descendent of an American Indian Tribe and living off the Reservation? Does your family need emergency supportive services (food, rental assistance, utilities, etc.)?
YOU AUTOMATICALLY QUALIFY FOR SERVICES, IF you are on CalWORKS, Tribal TANF or
with a County/State TANF or any other public assistance program.

Information/Help Call 1-888-217-2247
SCAIR

SCAIR

San Diego Resource Center
239 East Main Street
El Cajon CA 92020
619-328-0676

Ventura Resource Center
877 South Victoria Ave. Suite 110
Ventura CA 93003
805-765-6243

Serving San Diego, Ventura, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Santa Cruz,
Monterey, San Benito and Sonoma Counties.

SCAIR

“Work Readiness Training Program.”
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“Laughter is the Best Medicine”
"America is just like an insane asylum. There is not a soul
in it will admit they are crazy." - Will Rogers, 28 April 1935
Rogers was an enrolled member of the Cherokee Nation.
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